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Violinists rarely agree over each other's performances, but on one point they are
always in unison: Fritz Kreisler was in a class of his own. To understand why this should
be, we need to examine the man's origins. Friedrich 'Fritz' Kreisler was born in Vienna on
2nd February 1875 into a middle-class professional family. His father Salomon, who was
Sigmund Freud's family physician, had come to the capital of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire from Krakow in Poland. His mother Anna, a partial invalid, managed, in spite of
occasional financial crises, to give him and his two surviving siblings a stable, loving home.
It was a household full of music. Kreisler senior was, like many doctors, a would-be
musician. He played the violin quite well, and chamber music was played with friends at
least once a week. Fritz, who showed his talent for the violin early on, soon began to take
part in the family music-making, being joined later by the twins Ella and Hugo, who
arrived in 1885. Hugo became a fine cellist, played in several quartets and made
recordings with Fritz, but he died relatively young.
After being given a good start on the violin by his father, Fritz was taught by
Jacques Auber, concertmaster at the Ringtheater. At seven he became the youngest
student ever admitted to the Vienna Conservatory, where he was taught theory by Anton
Bruckner and violin by the younger Joseph Hellmesberger, of the well-known family of
Viennese musicians. (The statement in Biancolli's recent life of Kreisler, that
Hellmesberger played in Salomon Kreisler's quartet, is based on a misreading of the
biography by Lochner.) That same year, 1882, Fritz made his début at Carlsbad (now
Karlovy Vary) on the same bill as Carlotta Patti, sister of Adelina. He was able to hear
both Joachim and de Sarasate when they were still at their best. At ten he took the gold
medal at the Conservatory and was given a three-quarter-size Amati to replace the halfsize Thir he had been using. He now commenced a crucial period of study at the Paris
Conservatoire. Here his violin tutor, Massart, encouraged his use of vibrato, and his
composition teacher Delibes somewhat took advantage of him: the famous Coppelia
Waltz is Kreisler's invention. He met César Franck, became enamoured of the playing of
Ysaÿe, played in the Pasdeloup Orchestra and, in 1887, he took a first prize in violin. In
1888 and 1889 he toured America with the Polish pianist and Liszt pupil, Moriz
Rosenthal. He spent two years in Vienna, broadening his education. To please his father
he studied medicine for two years; then tried the army for a year.
Only in 1896 did he finally decide to pursue music. However, the concertmaster,
Arnold Rosé, perhaps baffled by his unique style of playing, though some have suggested
he feared a rival, turned him down for the Court Opera Orchestra. He toured Russia,
meeting Cui, Siloti and Glazunov, found himself a rich sponsor, and generally advanced
his career. He became acquainted with Brahms, Joachim, Wolf and Schoenberg; the
latter approving of the cadenzas for the Beethoven Concerto written when Kreisler was
nineteen. In January 1898 he made his orchestral début in Vienna, under Hans Richter, in
Bruch's G minor Concerto. A year later his début with the Berlin Philharmonic under

Josef Rebicek was an even greater success. On this occasion he played Bruch's D minor
and Vieuxtemps's F sharp minor concertos, and Paganini's Variations on ‘Non piu mesta'.
In November 1899 he was back in Berlin to play the Mendelssohn E minor under Arthur
Nikisch. In 1900 he toured America and in 1902 he first appeared in London, again with
Richter conducting.
His marriage to Harriet Lies that year was crucial to his career. This strong-minded
American divorcee organised, motivated and looked after him. In 1904 he received the
Gold Medal of the Royal Philharmonic Society and in 1911 he gave the first performance
of Elgar's Concerto.
When the Great War came he was conscripted into the Austrian army. His hearing
was so accurate that he was used for gun-laying duties in preference to the equipment of
the time. However, after being wounded in the leg and reported killed, he was discharged
and able to move to the United States, where, by this time a wealthy man, he gave
generously to help war orphans and refugees, and played in benefit concerts. Despite this,
when America entered the war he was regarded as an enemy alien and concert
engagements ceased. To occupy himself he wrote a string quartet and an operetta, Apple
Blossoms.
During the 1920s his playing was at his peak. He made his home in Berlin from
1924, but from 1933 he refused to play in Germany, although the régime would,
presumably, have made an exception in racial matters in his case. (If, as is frequently
assumed, Kreisler was Jewish, at least on his father's side, then his wife seems to have
been ashamed of it and even to have been anti-Semitic. Possibly his mother was a gentile,
in which case although not Jewish in orthodox Jewish eyes, he would have been for the
New Order. The tensions in the situation surfaced in 1935, when Kreisler made an antiNazi statement in Amsterdam, only to follow it next day, at Harriet's insistence, with a
conciliatory statement praising conditions in Germany. In 1947 he converted, or returned,
to the Roman Catholic faith.)
In 1935 there was a cause célèbre when Kreisler finally admitted that various
‘baroque' pieces in his repertoire were really his own work. Most of his colleagues, who
had long suspected the deception, merely laughed; but the English critic Ernest Newman
chose to make an issue of it. During the 1930s there was an inevitable but barely
perceptible decline in Kreisler's playing. After the annexation of Austria in 1938, he took
French citizenship, but then moved back to the United States, and, in 1943, became an
American citizen. In 1941 he was hit by a van whilst absent-mindedly crossing a New
York street and was in a coma for four weeks. This catastrophe effectively ended his
career as a travelling virtuoso; he then played only in New York. He retired after the
1949/1950 season, a much-loved figure in America, and he died in New York on 29th
January 1962.
What made Kreisler's playing so special? The first thing to strike the ear is the
warm, sensuous vibrato applied to every phrase, virtually overlapping from note to note.
This aspect of his artistry had an enormous impact on his peers; it was adapted to the
viola by Lionel Tertis and to the cello by Casals (though he had already begun working
along similar lines). Then there is his exceptional ear for colour, which he draws from the
violin by unusual fingerings and positions. His plush tone production was helped by his

hands. 'He had soft pads on his fingertips, which appeared to be unique', recalled the
violinist Daisy Kennedy. He was also one of those natural fiddlers who could pick up the
violin and play without practicing or even much warming up. Indeed, when asked how
many hours a day he practiced, he replied: 'Twenty-four; twenty-five years ago.' We are
fortunate that he was still at his peak when electrical recording arrived in 1925; the records
he made between then and about 1930 are exceptional for the pliant, sweet sound he drew
from his various violins. He could make his Daniel Parker fiddle sound like a 'Strad'. Sir
Malcolm Sargent recalled an occasion at a recording session for Mozart's D major
Concerto, K218, when members of the London Philharmonic Orchestra requested
Kreisler to try their instruments. He played violin after violin, amazing the owner of each
with the tone he immediately produced from it. The Hungarian violinist Tibor Varga has
said that the best violinist he ever came across, 'as sound, as finish, as culture (sic)', was
Kreisler. 'I heard him three times. On disc he is sometimes too sweet, but in concert he
was much more discreet.'
As a composer Kreisler contributed many short pieces to the repertoire which are
still played, although no one can match his own interpretations, and it is a pity that he
never recorded the best of them, his Praeludium and Allegro. Kreisler made relatively
few concerto recordings. Plans to record his interpretation of the Elgar Concerto came to
nothing. It has been said that he did not play it after the first performances. However, he
did keep the huge work in his repertoire, and he played it at an Elgar Memorial Concert in
the Albert Hall in June 1934.
About that time Fred Gaisberg of HMV remade Kreisler's records of the
Beethoven, Brahms and Mendelssohn Concertos, replacing the ones made only eight or so
years earlier. The balance is more realistic, however, posterity might have preferred
Kreisler's interpretations of Viotti's A minor Concerto or Bruch's G minor. Fortunately an
acoustic recording of the latter has survived. It was made late in 1924, but was left on the
shelf because of the arrival of the electrical process. Test pressings were, for whatever
reason, in the personal collection of the violinist's friend Sir Edward Elgar. Thus, from
these unique copies, even if we do not have Elgar's own concerto from Kreisler, we can
enjoy this perfectly poised interpretation of the Bruch, wonderfully conducted by Eugène
Goossens.
It is ironic that in our modern society, obsessed with haste, the music of Italian
composers such as Paganini, Bellini, Rossini, Donizetti and Verdi is at last being presented
complete. In Kreisler's time, music by such 'serious' composers as Wagner, Elgar and
Reger was allowed to be spacious, but the works of the Italians were regarded as
frivolous. Hence Kreisler's decision to follow Wilhelmj in cutting Paganini's D major
Concerto down to one movement. The recording he made in 1936 is valuable,
nevertheless, on two grounds: It is the only performance we have by him of a truly
virtuoso piece, and it preserves another of his superb cadenzas.
The radio recordings from the 1940s presented here are also valuable. The Mozart
is rather doggedly conducted, but this does not prevent Kreisler from giving a spirited and
individual performance, and the Chausson Poème is a marvellous addition to Kreisler's
discography as there is no other recording of it by him. In the first movement of the
Mendelssohn Concerto, particularly in the latter part of it, there are moments of

inspiration and virtuosity worthy of the artist's greatest days. (In the announcements of
this piece it is also good to be reminded of the gravelly tones of the great character actor
Lionel Barrymore.)
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